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Abstract—Global buses in deep-submicron (DSM) system-onchip designs consume significant amounts of power, have large
propagation delays, and are susceptible to errors due to DSM
noise. Coding schemes exist that tackle these problems individually. In this paper, we present a coding framework derived from
a communication-theoretic view of a DSM bus to jointly address
power, delay, and reliability. In this framework, the data is first
passed through a nonlinear source coder that reduces self and
coupling transition activity and imposes a constraint on the peak
coupling transitions on the bus. Next, a linear error control coder
adds redundancy to enable error detection and correction. The
framework is employed to efficiently combine existing codes and to
derive novel codes that span a wide range of tradeoffs between bus
delay, codec latency, power, area, and reliability. Using simulation
results in 0.13- m CMOS technology, we show that coding is a
better alternative to repeater insertion for delay reduction as it
reduces power dissipation at the same time. For a 10-mm 4-bit
bus, we show that a bus employing the proposed codes achieves up
to 2.17 speed-up and 33% energy savings over a bus employing
Hamming code. For a 10-mm 32-bit bus, we show that 1.7
speed-up and 27% reduction in energy are achievable over an
uncoded bus by employing low-swing signaling without any loss in
reliability.
Index Terms—Bus coding, bus delay, crosstalk avoidance,
interconnection networks, low-power, on-chip buses, reliability,
system-on-chip.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH shrinking of feature sizes, increasing die sizes,
scaling of supply voltage, increasing interconnect
density, and faster clock rates, global system-on-chip buses
suffer from three major problems: 1) large propagation delay
due to capacitive crosstalk [1]–[4] (delay problem); 2) high
power consumption due to both parasitic and coupling capacitance [3], [5], [6] (power problem); and 3) increased
susceptibility to errors due to deep-submicron (DSM) noise
[7], [8] (reliability problem). Fig. 1 from the 2003 International
Technology Roadmap of Semiconductors (ITRS) [1] shows
the delay scaling trend with technology. While gate delay
reduces with scaling, global wire delay increases. Therefore,
delay of global buses will act as the performance bottleneck
in many high-performance system-on-chip (SOC) designs.
Interconnection networks consume 20%–36% of total system
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Fig. 1. Gate and wiring delay versus feature size [1].

power in many large SOCs [9]. Future SOCs will follow the
network-on-chip (NOC) paradigm [10], where high-speed
energy-efficient reliable communication between various SOC
components is vital. Thus, delay, power, and reliability are the
three problems that need to addressed in the design of on-chip
buses. Coding techniques have been proposed to alleviate each
of these problems individually as described next.
For on-chip buses, low-power codes (LPC) were first employed to reduce transition activity resulting in low-power buses
[11], [12]. However, these schemes ignored coupling capacitances, which result in delay and power penalty. Codes that reduce both self and coupling transitions were then proposed [5],
[6], [13]. These codes addressed the power problem but did not
address the delay problem. Crosstalk avoidance codes (CAC)
that reduce the delay by forbidding specific transitions were recently proposed [13]–[16]. Though crosstalk between adjacent
wires is addressed by CAC, other forms of DSM noise such
as power grid fluctuations, crosstalk from other interconnects,
electromagnetic interference makes buses susceptible to errors.
Further, the use of low-swing signaling aggravates the reliability
problem. Error control coding (ECC) was proposed in [7] as a
way to achieve energy efficiency in I/O signaling in the presence
of DSM noise. This idea was applied to on-chip buses in [7].
Though, solutions based on techniques other than coding do
exist for crosstalk prevention [4] and power reduction [13], [18],
they are usually technology- and implementation-dependent.
Coding provides an elegant alternative that is technology-independent. Further, coding can provide a common framework
for jointly solving delay, power, and reliability problems. However, no solution exists today that addresses all three problems
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Fig. 2. Generic communication system.

Fig. 3.

Generic coding system for an on-chip DSM bus.

jointly. In this paper, we present a unified coding framework
that provides practical codes to solve all three problems jointly.
Consider the generic communication system for data transmission over a noisy channel shown in Fig. 2. The source coder
compresses the input data such that the number of bits required
in the transmission is minimized. The channel coder adds redundancy to combat errors that may occur due to noise in the
channel. In practical communication systems, channel coding
is employed to reduce the signal power needed to achieve a required level of reliability.
The source coding framework in [11] is in fact based on the
idea of viewing an on-chip bus as a communication channel.
However, the channel was assumed to be noiseless. A DSM
bus can be viewed as a noisy channel. A generic coding system
for DSM buses is shown in Fig. 3. In [11], a source coder is
employed to reduce self transition activity in buses. For closely
coupled DSM buses, we can envisage the use of a source coder
to not only reduce transition activity but also reduce average
and/or peak coupling transitions. The reduction of average
coupling transitions reduces power dissipation and reduction
of peak coupling transitions reduces delay. Further, we can
employ a error control scheme to combat errors that arise due
to DSM noise. As in communication systems, error control
coding allows for a tradeoff between the supply voltage (power
consumption) and reliability.
We can employ this generic system to design optimum codes
that achieve the best possible performance for a given amount
of redundancy (additional wires in our case) following either
graph-theoretic [15], [19] or information-theoretic approaches
[7], [13]. However, such approaches provide us with bounds
on the achievable results and are not, in general, useful for designing practical schemes.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows.
1) We propose a unified framework that employs practical
components and enables seamless tradeoff between delay,
power, and reliability.
2) We derive a wide variety of practical joint codes from the
proposed framework.
3) We demonstrate the tradeoffs between delay, codec latency, power, reliability, and area achieved by the proposed codes.
Preliminary results from this work were presented in [20]. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with a review

of the DSM bus model and existing codes in Section II. In Section III, we construct the framework and derive new codes from
it. In Section IV, we make a detailed comparison of the codes
by designing global buses in a 0.13- m CMOS technology. We
summarize and conclude in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we review models for delay, energy, and reliability in DSM buses. Then, we present an overview of existing
coding schemes and define our notation and terminology.
A. Bus Models
In this paper, we assume an -bit parallel bus in a single metal
layer. Further, we assume that rise time of the drivers and the loss
in the interconnects are such that the inductance can be safely
ignored [21]. Such DSM buses can be modeled as distributed RC
networks with coupling capacitance between adjacent wires.
1) Delay Model: The delay of wire of the bus is given by
[13]

(1)
where is the delay of a crosstalk-free wire, is the ratio of
the coupling capacitance to the bulk capacitance, and
is the
is equal to 1 for 0-to-1
transition occurring on wire , where
transition, 1 for 1-to-0 transition, and 0 for no transition.
2) Energy Model: The average dissipated energy per bus
transfer depends on data statistics and is given by [13]
(2)
is the trace of the matrix ,
is the supply
where
is a
capacitance matrix given by
voltage, and
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where the is the total bulk capacitance of a wire, and is the
transition activity matrix whose elements are given by [13]
(4)
where
is the expectation operator and
and
are data
vectors on the bus before and after a transition, respectively.
3) Error Model: Errors occur in DSM buses due to power
grid fluctuations, electromagnetic interference, crosstalk from
other interconnects, or particle hits [8]. An accurate characterization of the error phenomena due to DSM noise is difficult as
it requires knowledge of various noise sources and their dependence on physical and electrical parameters. Therefore, we aswith variance
sume that a Gaussian distributed noise voltage
is added to the signal waveform to represent the cumulative
effect of all noise sources [7], [17]. Then, the probability of bit
error is given by
(5)
where

is given by
(6)
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C. Crosstalk Avoidance Coding
The delay of a wire in the bus depends on the transitions on
the wire and wires adjacent to it. From (1), the worst-case delay
. The purpose of the crosstalk avoidance
of a wire is
.
coding is to limit the worst-case delay to
Crosstalk avoidance codes (CACs) proposed in [15] reduce
the worst-case delay by ensuring that a transition from one codeword to another codeword does not cause adjacent wires to transition in opposite directions. We refer to this condition as forbidden transition (FT) condition. Shielding the wires of a bus
by inserting grounded wires between adjacent wires is the simplest way to satisfy this condition. A forbidden transition code
(FTC) that requires fewer wires that shielding has been proposed in [15]. In Appendix I, we show that there is no linear
code that satisfies the FT condition while requiring fewer wires
than shielding.
by
The worst-case delay can also be reduced to
avoiding bit patterns “010” and “101” from every codeword
[14]. We refer to this condition as forbidden pattern (FP) condition. The simplest method to satisfy the FP condition is to duplicate every data wire. In Appendix I, we show that there is no
linear forbidden pattern code (FPC) that satisfies the FP condition while requiring fewer wires than duplication.
D. Error Control Coding

Assuming independent bit errors and low probability of bit error,
the probability of word error for -bit uncoded bus is given by
(7)
B. Low-Power Coding
The power dissipation in the bus depends on data transition
activity. Early low-power coding schemes minimized the self
transition activity. A general framework for low-power coding
through self transition activity reduction was presented in [11].
We refer to codes that reduce the average transition activity as
low-power codes (LPCs). A simple but effective LPC is the
bus-invert code [12] in which the data is inverted and an invert
bit is sent to the decoder if the current data word differs from
the previous data word in more than half the number of bits.
The effectiveness of bus-invert coding decreases with increase
in the bus width. Therefore, for wide buses, the bus is partitioned
into several sub-buses each with its own invert bit. In this paper,
, where is the number of
we denote bus-invert codes as
sub-buses.
In DSM buses, both self transitions and coupling transitions
contribute to the power dissipation. The idea of bus-invert
coding has been extended for DSM buses [5], [6] by conditionally inverting the bus based on a metric that accounts for both
self and coupling transitions. These codes require significant
increase in complexity and overhead. Transition pattern code
proposed in [13] employs nonlinear mapping from data to
codeword to achieve significant self and coupling activity
reduction in DSM buses but requires very complex encoders
and decoders limiting its application.
Note that bus-invert coding is nonlinear. It has been shown in
[13] that linear codes do not reduce transition activity.

Error control is possible if the Hamming distance between
any two codewords in the codebook is greater than one [22]. If
the minimum Hamming distance between any two code words is
two, then all single errors appearing on the bus can be detected.
If the minimum Hamming distance is three, then all single errors
can be corrected. Error detection is simpler to implement than
error correction but requires retransmission of the data when an
error occurs.
In this paper, we focus on linear and systematic error correcting codes (ECCs). In systematic codes, a few redundant bits
are appended to the input bits to generate the codeword. Hamming code [22] is an example of a linear systematic error correcting code. Hamming code for bits involves adding parity
bits such that
[22]. Thus, the wiring overhead in. For low probability of bit error , the residual
creases as
can be approximated by
probability of word error
(8)
It is clear that LPC, CAC, and ECC address power, delay,
and reliability individually. In Section III, we propose a unified
framework from which codes are derived that jointly optimize
power, delay, and reliability.
III. UNIFIED CODING FRAMEWORK
LPC, CAC, and ECC can be combined into a system as shown
in Fig. 3 if the following conditions are satisfied.
1) CAC needs to be the outermost code as, in general, it
involves nonlinear and disruptive mapping from data to
codeword.
2) LPC can follow CAC as long as LPC does not destroy the
peak coupling transition constraint of CAC.
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Fig. 4.
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Unified coding framework.
TABLE I
CODES DERIVED FROM THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

3) The additional information bits generated by LPC need to
be encoded through a linear CAC to ensure that they do
not suffer from crosstalk delay.
4) ECC needs to be systematic to ensure that the reduction
in transition activity and the peak coupling transition constraint are maintained.
5) The additional parity bits generated by ECC need to be
encoded through a linear CAC to ensure that they do not
suffer from crosstalk delay.
A framework satisfying the above conditions is shown in
Fig. 4. LXC1 and LXC2 are linear crosstalk avoidance codes
based on either shielding or duplication. Nonlinear CACs can
not be used because error correction has to be done prior to any
other decoding at the receiver. In Fig. 4, a -bit input is coded
using CAC to get an -bit codeword. The -bit codeword is
further encoded to reduce the average transitions through LPC
additional low-power information bits. ECC
resulting in
parity bits for the
code bits. The
parity
generates
bits and low-power bits are further encoded for crosstalk
and
bits, respectively, that are sent
avoidance to obtain
over the bus along with code bits. The total number of wires
, resulting in a
required to encode a -bit bus is
. In this paper, we assume to
code rate of
be even.
In the remainder of this section, we develop a variety of codes
based on the proposed unified framework that allow for tradeoff
between delay, power, area, and reliability. The codes and their
components are listed in Table I. Some of the known codes are
also listed for comparison. The new codes are shown in bold in
Table I and the remainder of the paper.
A. Joint LPC and CAC
Combining LPC and CAC codes is a hard problem as both are
nonlinear codes and, even when such a combination is possible,

the resulting code is complex. For example, it is not possible
to combine bus-invert coding with FTC as inverting an FTC
codeword destroys its crosstalk avoidance property. However,
we show in Section IV-B that FTC reduces the average coupling power dissipation as it avoids the high power-consuming
opposing transitions on adjacent wires. Thus, FTC codes can independently be used for crosstalk avoidance and low-power.
FPC can be combined with bus-invert based LPC schemes.
This is because inverting an FPC codeword maintains the FP
condition. In a joint code with FPC and bus-invert based LPC,
the invert bits are encoded using a duplication (LXC1) code to
avoid crosstalk delay in the invert bits. The joint code is a concatenation of the two component codes and no further optimization is possible. The codec overhead of the joint code is sum of
codec overheads of the component codes and, hence, the joint
code is complex.
B. Joint LPC and ECC
A joint low-power and error-correcting code can be obtained
by adding parity information to the low-power coded data and
low-power information bits. These codes are suitable for long
DSM buses where reduction of power consumption is important but voltage scaling is not possible due to the presence of
DSM noise. In joint low-power and error-correction coding,
LPC reduces the transition activity on the bus while ECC allows for voltage scaling without lowering the reliability requirement. While it is possible to combine any low-power code with
an error correcting code according to the framework, the total
coding delay will equal the sum of the individual coding delays resulting in a large delay or, in case of pipelined systems,
increased latency. For example, the encoder delay of the concatenation of BI and Hamming codes in Fig. 5(a) will equal the
sum of the individual coding delays. Here, we propose a way of
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Fig. 5. Joint LPC and ECC: (a) Concatenation of BI and Hamming codes and (b) bus-invert Hamming (BIH) code with reduced encoder delay.

reducing this delay for the important class of BI-based LPC and
parity-based ECC.
In BI-based LPC, the data bits are conditionally inverted
based on a metric. Therefore, the inputs to ECC in Fig. 4 are either the original data bits or their complement. In parity-based
ECC schemes, different parity bits are generated through
XORing different subsets of the input bits. These subsets may
contain even or odd number of input bits. We use the following
property of XOR operation to reduce the total delay of the joint
code.
Property of XOR: If an odd (even) number of the inputs of an
XOR gate are inverted, then the output is inverted (unchanged).
In the proposed scheme shown in Fig. 5, we determine the
parity bits of the ECC using the original data bits, instead of
waiting for invert bits of the LPC to be computed. Once the invert bits are computed, the parity bits resulting from odd number
of input bits are conditionally inverted using the invert bits.
Thus, parity generation and invert bit computation can occur in
parallel reducing the total delay to the maximum of the two and
the delay of an inverter. Though decoding still occurs serially,
the decoding delay of the joint code is not significantly higher
as bus-invert decoding involves just conditionally inverting the
received bits using the invert bits. The joint code that results
from such a combination of bus-invert code BI(1) and Hamming
code is referred to as bus-invert Hamming (BIH) code as listed
in Table I. Encoder delays of both Hamming and BI codes are
. Therefore, BIH achieves significant reproportional to
duction in encoder delay. Estimates from gate level netlists indicate 21%–33% reduction in encoder delay.
C. Joint CAC and ECC
A joint crosstalk avoidance and error-correction code can
be obtained by combining a crosstalk avoidance code with
an error-correcting code. The parity bits of the ECC are further encoded for crosstalk avoidance using a linear crosstalk
avoidance code LXC2. The LXC2 code is shielding if CAC
satisfies FT condition and it is duplication if CAC satisfies FP
condition. For global buses, the reduction in bus delay due to

Fig. 6. Joint CAC and ECC: Duplicate-add-parity (DAP).

CAC can be greater than codec latency of the joint code. Thus,
the resulting buses can have lower latency than an uncoded bus.
Therefore, these codes can be used as zero or negative latency
ECCs. Note that the achieved latency depends on several factors
including the process technology, bus length, bus width, etc.
The increasing gap between logic delay and interconnect delay
as seen in Fig. 1 will enable several of the proposed codes to
act as zero or negative latency ECCs in future technologies.
For example, FTC+HC combines FTC(4,3) and Hamming
codes with shielding as LXC2 as listed in Table I. However,
the coding overhead will be significant as the joint code is a
concatenation of the two individual codes. Here, we propose a
code that has significantly lower overhead.
Consider the duplication scheme for avoiding crosstalk
delay. This code has a Hamming distance of two as any two
distinct codewords differ in at least two bits. We can increase
the Hamming distance to three by appending a single parity bit.
This code referred to as duplicate-add-parity (DAP) is shown
in Fig. 6.
To decode, we recreate the parity bit by using one set of the
received data bits and compare that with received parity bit. If
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Fig. 7. Joint LPC, CAC, and ECC: Duplicate-add-parity bus-invert (DAPBI).

the two match, the set of bits used to recreate the parity bit is
chosen as the output, else the other set is chosen as shown in
Fig. 6. Since a single error will at most affect one of the sets or
the parity bit, it is correctable. Note that the DAP code is similar
to boundary shift code (BSC) [19], which is based on the FT
condition, but has better performance as shown in Section IV.
For low probability of bit error , the residual probability of
of a -bit bus is given by (see Appendix II)
word error
(9)

D. Joint LPC, CAC, and ECC
We can combine all three component codes to arrive at a joint
code that has low-power, crosstalk avoidance and error correction properties. However, only FPCn based CAC and bus-invert
based LPC can be used. Further, the overhead due to the combination will be significant. Here, we consider the combination
of the DAP code with bus-invert based LPC. The joint code,
referred to as duplicate-add-parity bus-invert (DAPBI) code, is
shown in Fig. 7. As this code uses bus-invert based LPC and
parity based ECC, we employ the technique described in Section III-B to reduce the encoder delay. Further, the invert bit
is duplicated (LXC1) to ensure error-correction and crosstalk
avoidance for the bit.
E. Encoder Delay Masking in Systematic Codes
Based on the unified framework, we describe a technique to
eliminate encoder delay of systematic codes at the expense of
additional wires. In Fig. 4, bits from the output of LPC are
transmitted without any modification and
parity bits generated from the concatenation of ECC and LXC2 are also transmitted. Therefore, the ECC encoder delay only slows down the
parity bits but still has an impact on the overall delay of the
bus. In the joint codes proposed in previous sections, LXC2
parity bits have bus delay idenis employed to ensure that
tical to output bits. Here, we observe that the ECC encoder
delay can be eliminated by using LXC2 to make bus delay of

Fig. 8. Worst-case delay of a 10-mm 3-bit bus as a function of the driver size.

the
parity bits smaller than the output bits. Since, parity
bits are few in number, we can employ a wide variety LXC2
codes such as half-shielding, shielding, duplication, and duplication & shielding.
In this paper, we propose two such codes. First, we consider
the Hamming code. The data bits in a Hamming code do not
have crosstalk avoidance and, therefore, have a bus delay of
. The parity bits obtained from the Hamming encoder
bus delay but, in addition, have Hamming
also have
encoder delay. Therefore, we can eliminate the encoder delay
for long buses by using half-shielding as LXC2 and reducing
. We refer to such a
the bus delay for parity bits to
code as HammingX.
Next, we consider the DAP code proposed in Section III-C.
From Fig. 6, we observe that the delay from the parity generator of the encoder affects only the parity bit. Therefore, we can
eliminate this delay by using duplication as LXC2. Since there
is a single parity bit, this results is only one additional wire.
. For
LXC2 reduces the bus delay of the parity bit to
long buses, the reduction in bus delay can completely mask the
encoder delay. We refer to such a code as DAPX.
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TABLE II
CODE COMPARISON FOR A RELIABLE 4-BIT BUS

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results to demonstrate
the improvement in delay, power, and reliability achieved by
employing the proposed codes. The achieved improvements
vary with bus length , ratio of coupling capacitance to bulk
capacitance , bus width , and the process technology. We
quantify the improvements in a standard 0.13- m CMOS
technology for various values of , , and .
The codecs, i.e., encoders and decoders, are synthesized using
a 0.13- m CMOS standard cell library and optimized for speed.
The overhead required in terms of area, delay, and energy dissipation is obtained from synthesized gate level netlists. The
in order
codecs employ a nominal supply voltage
to ensure reliable coding and decoding operations.
We consider a metal 4 bus of length with minimum width of
0.2 m and minimum spacing of 0.2 m. Note that each code
below which the codec overhas a minimum bus length
head nullifies the benefits of employing the code. In this paper,
is
we consider global buses and point out codes for which
in the range of 6 mm to 14 mm.
For a given bus geometry, the value of depends on the metal
coverage in upper and lower metal layers [2], [3]. We vary
between the following two extreme scenarios. First, 100% metal
coverage is assumed in metal layers 3 and 5, resulting in
. Second, all the bulk capacitance is assumed to be from
.
metal 4 to the substrate, resulting in
The driver size is chosen to be 50 minimum size as it minimizes the worst-case delay of the middle wire of a 10-mm 3-bit
bus as shown in Fig. 8. Delay and energy dissipation for various
bus transitions are obtained using HSPICE [23]. The average
energy per bus transfer is computed assuming that the data is
spatially and temporally uncorrelated and that “0” and “1” are
equally likely to appear.
We use speed-up, energy savings, and area overhead as the
metrics of comparison. Speed-up of code 1 over code 2 is defined as
(10)
where
is the bus delay with code and
is the codec delay
of code . The energy savings and area overhead include codec
energy dissipation and area, respectively.
We consider the design of two bus types. First, we design a
reliable bus where ECC is required at nominal supply voltage
in order to meet the reliability requirement. Next, we design a

bus where reliability is traded off with energy efficiency by employing low-swing signaling and ECC. Signal swing is reduced
such that there is no loss in reliability compared to an uncoded
.
bus operating at the nominal signal swing of
A. Codes for Reliable Buses
We consider the design of a bus that is prone to DSM noise
and, hence, susceptible to errors. A reliable bus can be designed
by employing a Hamming code to detect and correct occasional
errors. However, Hamming code increases bus energy dissipation and adds codec latency to bus delay. Thus, the joint codes
can be employed.
We begin by considering the design of a reliable 4-bit bus.
Table II lists number of wires, delay, and average energy of
the 4-bit bus employing codes that provide reliability. The corresponding codec overheads in 0.13- m technology are also
listed. The total area overhead over Hamming coded bus for
mm is also shown.
DAP and DAPX have the least codec area and energy overhead among all codes. HammingX has the least codec delay.
DAPBI has the least bus energy dissipation as it leads to substantial reduction in the coupling component of energy. We observe that BIH and FTC+HC perform worse than Hamming
code and DAP, respectively, in all metrics. BIH performs worse
than Hamming as benefits of activity reduction are nullified
by the addition of extra parity bit required to encode the data
and invert bits. FTC+HC has significantly large codec and area
overhead compared to DAP.Therefore, we exclude BIH and
FTC+HC from further comparison.
Note that DAPX has lower codec delay than Hamming code,
while DAP has slightly larger codec delay. Further, both these
codes reduce bus delay to
. As we show next, these
codes achieve significant speed-up over Hamming code for long
buses. In fact, they can be used as reliable codes with zero or
negative latency compared to the uncoded bus.
Fig. 9(a) plots the speed-up as a function of for a 10-mm
bus. We see that HammingX provides a constant speed-up of
1.03 as it has no impact on bus delay but reduces the coding
delay of Hamming code by 32% by masking the encoder delay
using half-shielding. The other codes combine CAC with ECC
and, hence, reduce bus delay and achieve significant speed-up
that increases as a function of . Though DAP and BSC [19]
have the same bus delay, DAP provides higher speed-up than
BSC as it has 18% lower codec delay as listed in Table II. DAPX
provides a further 33% reduction in codec delay over DAP by
masking the encoder delay of DAP. DAPX achieves the largest
speed-up in the range of 1.79–2.13.
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.
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Speed-up over Hamming code for a 4-bit bus: (a) as a function of  at L = 10 mm and (b) as a function of L at  = 2:8.

Energy savings over Hamming code for a 4-bit bus: (a) as a function of  at L = 10 mm and (b) as a function of L at  = 2:8.

The achieved speed-up over Hamming code improves with
for all codes except HammingX as seen in
increasing
Fig. 9(b). This is because codec delay accounts for a smaller
portion of the total delay for longer bus lengths and, hence,
codes that reduce bus delay achieve higher speed-ups. However,
HammingX does not change the bus delay but simply masks
the encoder delay. Therefore, benefits of delay masking reduce
with increasing .
Fig. 10(a) plots the energy savings achieved over Hamming
mm. DAP provides higher
code as a function of for
savings than BSC as it has 40% lower codec energy dissipation.
A bus coded with DAP has 18%–33% energy savings over the
Hamming coded bus. Though DAPBI has significantly lower
bus energy dissipation than all other codes as shown in Table II,
the effective energy savings after accounting for codec overhead
are lower than DAP and DAPX because of high codec overhead
in the current technology. We also observe that HammingX has
the same energy dissipation as Hamming code.

.
Fig. 10(b) plots energy savings as a function of at
For longer , codec energy dissipation accounts for a smaller
portion of the total energy dissipation. Since DAP has lower
codec energy dissipation and DAPBI has lower bus energy dissipation, the gap between DAP and DAPBI reduces with increasing . This indicates that DAPBI will be more effective
in future as codec overhead will account for smaller portion of
total delay and energy dissipation due to technology scaling.
mm
Fig. 11 compares the codes across bus widths at
. The codec delay increases with and accounts
and
for a larger portion of the total delay. Therefore, in Fig. 11(a),
we observe a trend opposite to Fig. 9(b). HammingX provides
higher speed-ups at larger bus widths, while the other codes
have smaller speed-ups. Increasing bus width has a more dramatic impact on energy savings as shown in Fig. 11(b). This
is because the self-transition component of energy increases
linearly with for DAP-based codes while it increases log, DAPX still
arithmically for Hamming codes. At
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Fig. 11. Comparison across bus widths at L = 10 mm and  = 2:8: (a) speed-up and (b) energy savings over Hamming code.

Fig. 12.

Joint repeater insertion and coding: (a) speed-up and (b) energy savings over 4-bit 10-mm repeater-less Hamming coded bus.

provides 2.02 speed-up and 10% energy savings over Hamming code.
The above improvements are obtained at the cost of area overhead as shown in Table II. Clearly, Hamming code provides reliability with the least area requirement. However, the proposed
codes DAP and DAPX provide speed-up and energy savings
along with reliability but require area overheads of 28% and
43%, respectively.
Repeater insertion [24] is a well-known technique for delay
reduction in long on-chip buses. We evaluate the performance
of codes for 10-mm bus with repeaters inserted every 2 mm. The
repeaters are sized so as to optimize the bus delay. The energy
dissipation of repeaters is obtained from HSPICE. We employ
repeater-less Hamming coded bus as the reference and compare
the effect of joint repeater insertion and coding for the various
codes.
Fig. 12 plots speed-up and energy savings over repeater-less
Hamming code for 4-bit 10-mm bus as a function of . Note

that we have also included repeater-inserted Hamming code in
the plot to illustrate the effect of repeater insertion alone. Repeater insertion provides 2.97 speed-up for Hamming coded
bus. However, this comes at the cost of 57% energy overhead
as repeaters consume significant power to drive high bus capacitances. In contrast, DAPX provides 2.09 speed-up and 27%
energy savings as shown in Fig. 11. Therefore, coding is a better
alternative to repeater insertion for delay reduction as it reduces
power dissipation at the same time. Though repeater insertion
provides slightly higher speed-up in the current technology, the
diverging trend between gate and interconnect delays seen in
Fig. 1 will make coding superior to repeater insertion in the
future.
Repeater-inserted DAPX has a speed-up of 4.08 compared
to repeater-less Hamming coded bus. Clearly, coding and
repeater insertion are complementary. However, the achieved
speed-up comes at the increased energy dissipation as shown in
Fig. 12(b). Energy overhead decreases for DAP-based codes for
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TABLE III
CODE COMPARISON FOR A 32-BIT BUS

Fig. 13.

Speed-up over 32-bit uncoded bus: (a) as a function of  at L = 10 mm and (b) as a function of L at  = 2:8.

large . Therefore, even for repeater-inserted buses, proposed
codes provide reduction in energy dissipation.
In summary, Hamming code provides reliability with least
area overhead but increases delay due to codec latency.
HammingX eliminates encoder delay through encoder delay
masking. Joint CAC and ECC codes provide speed-up and
energy savings while providing the same level of reliability.
Specifically, DAP and DAPX achieve significant improvements with manageable area overheads due to their efficient
codecs. DAPBI does not provide significant benefits in current
technology due to high codec overhead. However, it can be
a suitable alternative in the future. Unlike repeater-insertion
that provides speed-up at the cost of energy overhead, coding
provides speed-up and energy savings. Further, coding provides
improvements for both repeater-less and repeater-inserted
buses.
B. Tradeoff Between Reliability and Energy Efficiency
In order to quantify the tradeoff between power dissipation
and reliability, we assume that, due to DSM noise, voltage
scaling below the nominal supply voltage
is not
possible without lowering the reliability requirement. In this

paper, we employ the error model described in Section II and
.
assume that the probability of word error
,
If the residual probability of word error with ECC is
. Using (5), we can reduce the supply
then
voltage to
(11)
such that
.
for Hamming and DAP codes
are given by (8) and (9), respectively.
We begin by designing a 32-bit bus employing such a
tradeoff. Table III lists delay, energy, and area required for
various codes. Note that the bus energy dissipation is a func, which is lower than the nominal supply voltage
tion of
for codes employing ECC as shown in the table.
Fig. 13(a) plots the speed-up over the uncoded bus as a funcmm. Codes without a CAC have speed-up
tion of at
less than 1, indicating an effective slow-down due to codec
delay. Codes with CAC have significant speed-up. DAPX code
reduces the codec delay of DAP by 40% and achieves speed-up
of 1.46–1.70. Shielding has highest speed-up as it has no codec
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Fig. 14.

Energy savings over 32-bit uncoded bus: (a) as a function of  at L = 10 mm and (b) as a function of L at  = 2:8.

Fig. 15.

Comparison across bus widths at L = 10 mm and  = 2:8: (a) speed-up and (b) energy savings over uncoded bus.

delay. However, the proposed codes offer significant energy
savings while shielding does not provide any energy savings.
Fig. 13(b) plots the speed-up over the uncoded bus as a func. For longer bus lengths, the coding delay
tion of at
accounts for a smaller portion of the total delay and, hence,
speed-ups achieved by the codes improve. We also observe sevmm.
eral codes with CAC have speed-up of less than 1 at
mm for
This indicates that, in the current technology,
these codes.
Fig. 14(a) compares the energy savings over uncoded bus as
mm. We observe that BI-based codes
function of at
do not provide any energy savings due to high codec energy dissipation. However, codes with ECC provide significant energy
savings by allowing a tradeoff between supply voltage and reliability. Further, DAPX code achieves energy savings 18%–30%
due to its low codec overhead. Note that DAP and DAPX have
higher energy savings than Hamming code and also provide significant speed-up as discussed earlier. From Table III, we see
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that DAPBI has lower bus energy dissipation than DAPX. However, in 0.13- m technology, DAPBI has high codec energy dissipation and, hence, lower energy savings than DAPX. The energy savings improve with as seen in Fig. 14(b).
Fig. 15(a) compares the speed-up across bus widths at
mm and
. Codec delay of a code with ECC increases
logarithmically with . Therefore, the achieved speed-ups for
codes with ECC decrease with increasing . Fig. 15(b) compares the energy savings for various . DAP-based codes have
as both codec
no significant change in energy savings for
and bus energy dissipation increases linearly with . However,
codes with Hamming code have higher energy savings for larger
bus width. This is because the number of parity wires increase
logarithmically with resulting lower bus energy overhead over
uncoded bus at large .
In summary, the tradeoff between reliability and energy
efficiency provides significant energy savings. While Hamming
code achieves this tradeoff with minimum area overhead,
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the proposed DAP-based codes provide benefits in terms of
speed-up and lower codec energy overhead at the cost of higher
area overhead. Compared to shielding, DAPX code provides
lower speed-up but allows the tradeoff between reliability and
energy efficiency. DAPX also has higher speed-up and energy
savings than BI-based codes. Thus, the proposed DAP-based
codes provide the best tradeoff between bus delay, codec
latency, power, area, and reliability.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived a framework for joint design of codes
for low-power, crosstalk avoidance, and error-correction in
DSM buses. We have shown that schemes based on Hamming
codes are more suitable for low-power than schemes based on
bus-invert code for buses with DSM noise. We have shown
that crosstalk avoidance codes based on forbidden transitions
achieve power savings as well as bus speed-up. We have proposed the duplicate-add-parity code that combines crosstalk
avoidance with error correction resulting in codes that are
low-power, high-speed and noise-tolerant.
The proposed codes tradeoff delay and power dissipation in the
bus with delay and power dissipation in the codec. This tradeoff
will be increasingly favorable in future technologies due to the increasing gap between gate delay and interconnect delay brought
about by shrinking feature sizes and due to the longer bus lengths
brought about by bigger die sizes. Therefore, coding schemes
that result in low bus delay and energy such as BIH, DAPBI,
and FTC+HC will become more effective in the future.
All error correction codes considered in this paper have
single error capability. With aggressive supply scaling and increase in DSM noise, more powerful error correction schemes
may be needed to satisfy the reliability requirement. Multiple
error correction codes such as Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem
(BCH) [22] can be employed in such situations. BCH codes
have more complex codecs than Hamming code and codec overhead will be a concern for implementation. Further, efficient
joint codes that provide crosstalk avoidance, activity reduction,
and multiple error correction need to be discovered in order to
meet the need for high-speed energy-efficient reliable on-chip
communication.
APPENDIX I
NONLINEARITY OF CROSSTALK AVOIDANCE CODES
Theorem 1: There is no linear crosstalk avoidance code that
satisfies the FT (FP) condition while requiring fewer wires than
shielding (duplication).
Proof: A binary code is linear if and only if the modulo-2
sum of two codewords is also a codeword [22]. Consider a linear
CAC that satisfies the FT condition. In such a code, a codeword
having 01 pattern at a given position cannot transition to another
codeword with 10 at that position. Therefore, the codeword with
01 pattern can only transition to codewords with either 00 or 11
at that position. However, modulo-2 sum of 01 and 11 is 10,
which is not allowed at that position as it violates the FT condition. Therefore, only other pattern allowed is 00. Similarly,
a codeword with 10 pattern can only transition to a codeword
with 00 pattern. Hence, bits on either side of a transitioning bit

in a linear CAC must remain at 0. In other words, a transitioning
wire must be shielded (grounded wires on either side). Hence,
there is no linear CAC that satisfies the FT condition while requiring fewer wires than shielding.
Consider a linear CAC satisfying the FP condition. Codewords in the codebook cannot have 010 and 101 patterns. Thus,
codewords are restricted to 000, 001, 011, 100, 110, and 111
patterns. Now, some of these patterns cannot overlap as their
modulo-2 sum results in either 010 or 101 patterns. Specifically,
001 and 110 cannot transition to 011 and 100 and vice versa.
Therefore, every bit location in the codebook has either {000,
001, 110, 111} or {000, 011, 100, 111} patterns. The first set
has the two identical bits in the beginning in all its elements
and the second set has two identical bits in the end. Therefore,
every bit has to be duplicated. Hence, there is no linear CAC
that satisfies the FP condition while requiring fewer wires than
duplication.
APPENDIX II
RESIDUAL PROBABILITY OF ERROR FOR DAP
From Fig. 6, DAP decoder receives two sets of inputs. Let the
two sets be and . The decoder recreates the party bit using
and compares the regenerated parity bit with the received parity
bit to obtain the selector of multiplexer. If the selector evaluates
to 0, is chosen as the final output. Otherwise, is chosen.
by first
We compute the residual probability of error
computing the probability of error-free decoding. This is possible if at least one of the sets has no errors. If is error-free,
then the received parity bit also needs to be error-free to ensure that is selected as the decoded output. In such a case,
error-free decoding is possible in the presence of zero or more
errors in . For -bit bus, the probability of error-free decoding,
with no errors in , is
(12)
where is the probability of bit error.
If is error-free, then the selector of multiplexers has to evaluate to 1 in order to achieve error-free decoding. The selector is
the result of XOR between the received parity bit and the regenerated parity bit. Therefore, it would evaluate to 1 if and only
bits ( bits of
if the number of errors occurring in the
and the received parity bit) is odd. Therefore, the probability of
error-free decoding, with no errors in , is
(13)
Now, the probability of error is

. Therefore,

(14)
For small probability of bit error , (14) simplifies to
(15)
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